Lysosomes: Meet the Pack Rats
FRAMING ANALOGY: LIVING IN SQUALOR
“That’s it. We’re turning around.”
Karen Kennison slammed on the brakes and the car began to spin out. “Pump
the brake, Karen!” Karen did, and the car slowed and stopped halfway across the
road. Fortunately there were no other cars to be seen. There hadn’t been for miles.
The snow continued to fall. “What was that supposed to be?” Karen’s new fiancé
Gabriel demanded. “You’ve been acting weird ever since we started driving. What
is it? You don’t want me to meet your folks? We’ve been dating for two years, I
thought maybe it was time, and they never come down to see us.”
“I told you they don’t leave the house much.”
“Yeah, I know, and you said they save everything, but it’s really no big deal,
Karen. I’ve seen messy houses before. I mean, I live in one, or I did before you
started making me pick up after myself.” He kissed her cheek to show that he didn’t
mind it. “Come on, let’s get back on the road.”
“It’s because of them that I’m like that. I tried to explain before we came up
here, but I can tell you won’t believe me till you see it, so let’s just go. We’re pretty
close now, it’s just up this big hill.”
Twenty minutes or so later, they pulled into the driveway of a one-story
house that looked pretty ordinary except for the groceries laid out on the front
stoop. Karen took a deep breath. “Okay. I’m sorry. I warned you,” she said, and
opened the door.
The smell of unwashed humans and rancid milk came out at them in a wave.
Gabriel gagged, but Karen seemed unaffected and led him into the house. Led him
between stacks of newspaper, paper bags filled with garbage, paper
bags filled with old towels, furniture in a lean-to of pizza boxes.
Karen’s mother stepped out from
behind a stack of full black garbage
bags. “Hi, you must be Gabriel! I’m
Martha. It’s so nice to finally meet
you! Sorry about the smell—we
misplaced some milk a couple of
weeks ago and we haven’t found
it yet. The good news is that the
worse the smell gets, the easier it’ll
be to find.”
“Ah—is this your restroom?”
Gabriel said, just as Karen reached
to stop him, shouting, “No, Gabe,
don’t open—” An avalanche of
wrappers, papers, old socks and
heavy boxes, smelling like mildew
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and old sweat, crashed down over
him. “There’s something moving
around in there,” Gabriel sputtered
when he got to his feet, “I felt it moving, some kind of animal. Do you
guys have a cat? It might be hurt.”
Martha shook her head. “We
don’t have any pets, unless you
count the rats and squirrels. Dan, is
that you at the door? Did the pizza
man come? Come on in here and
meet Karen’s fiancé.”
“Dan Kennison,” said Karen’s
father from behind the pizza box.
“Nice to meet you, Gabriel. We don’t
do a ton of cooking around here,
mostly because we can’t use the
kitchen. We need the fridge and the
oven and so on for our files.”
“There’s a pizza place that delivers,” Martha put in, “but they won’t drive up the hill, so we meet them at the
bottom of the road. See if you can find some plates, Gabriel.” Shuddering, Gabriel
went into the kitchen, only to see the counters full of greasy wrappers, old bottles,
used sponges and more stacks of paper. In the oven—he peeked in to see—was a
box labeled “tax returns.”
He returned to the front room—he refused to call it a living room—and said,
“I’m sorry, I couldn’t find any plates. I saw you had some groceries outdoors—so
you use the outside as a natural fridge in the winter?”
“That’s right! Good detective work, son,” Dan confirmed. “It’s a pretty good
system unless snow buries the food. Then it’s a treasure hunt. Of course sometimes
animals get into it, but they need to eat too, right? Have some pizza.” Gabriel took
a slice, wincing, trying not to think about what he’d touched when the trash fell on
him. “You’ve had a long drive,” Martha was saying, “so you just let us know when
you’re ready for bed and we’ll move some stuff off the fold-out couch. It’s plenty
big enough for four.”
“What about … bedrooms?” Gabriel couldn’t help asking. Martha blinked.
“Oh, we use the bedrooms for storage, of course,” she said, just as all the lights in
the house went out.
“Dang!” said Dan. “Someone’ll have to go down and flip the breaker.”
“I’ll get it, Dad,” said Karen, standing up. Dan looked reproachfully at Gabriel. “Now, son,” he said, “are you going to make that poor little girl go down to
the basement by herself?”
Gabriel thought of a couple of things to say—that it was Karen’s family’s
house and she knew where the breaker was; that it was the Kennisons’ house, and
they knew even better where the breaker was; that Karen was 5 foot 8 and trained
police attack dogs for a living; that he would rather walk away into the snowy wilderness and freeze to death than see what the basement looked like in that house.
Instead, he got to his feet and asked, “How do I get into the basement?”
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“Well, that’s the tricky part. We store our old bikes and fans and cereal boxes
in the basement stairwell, so what you’re going to have to do, Gabriel, is go outside
around the back of the house. There’s a window there that opens into the basement, so you can open that window—or break it, doesn’t matter much to us—and
climb on down. The breaker should be a few feet to the left of that window. Take
this flashlight—it gives good light and if anything’s living down there, just give it a
whack.” Trembling with disgust and horror, Gabriel pushed the front door open—
gasping with relief at the smell of the fresh air—and trudged out into the snow.

Scientific Connection
Possibly because of some form of mental illness, the Kennison family is living in squalor and it is seriously affecting the quality of their
life. They continuously create garbage in their house and never remove
it. As a result the trash accumulates in their home, making it virtually
uninhabitable. The basic functions of the house have been totally disrupted by the massive amount of refuse within it: they can’t cook in the
trash-filled kitchen, so they eat takeout (generating more trash) and keep
their food in the snow. They can’t sleep in the trash-filled bedrooms, so
they and their guests have to sleep on a fold-out couch surrounded by
trash that may or may not be infested with rats or squirrels. They can’t
get down the trash-filled stairs, so the only way to solve an ordinary
problem—an internal power outage—requires crawling through small
places and fighting wild animals with a flashlight. They can’t use the
trash-filled restroom, and you can use your imagination to guess what
kind of “solution” they might have found for that problem. The main
idea is that when a house becomes full of junk it is miserable to live in.
If you can understand this basic concept, you can understand the basis
of any lysosomal storage disease.
In many ways a cell is similar to a house. When you have garbage
in your home, you take it out to a collection site like a dumpster or a
trash can. Cells also accumulate waste products that need to be disposed of, and the lysosome is a cellular organelle that functions as a
“garbage collector.” The proteins that work within the lysosome have
the ability to break down and destroy almost any intracellular material.
When waste accumulates inside of the cell it gets picked up by a lysosome; proteins within the lysosome pounce on the refuse and tear it into
little pieces, which are then recycled and made into new cellular components. If any of the proteins that work within the lysosome (lysosomal
enzymes) are bad at their job, the intracellular trash can’t be degraded.
It will accumulate within the cell, causing the same degree of disorder
that you see in the Kennison household.
It is just as bad to have cells full of trash as it is to live in a house
full of trash. Lysosomal storage diseases can be fatal and cause serious
problems in the tissues they affect. The junk-filled cells often increase in
size, leading to an enlargement of whichever tissue they happen to be
part of. This results in organ dysfunction, enlargement, and considerable
deformity in many cases.
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Take Home Message
Lysosomes are responsible for destroying waste
within a cell. When lysosomal enzymes don’t work
or aren’t present, waste accumulates in cells, leading to possible tissue enlargement, poor cellular
function and disease.
STORY 1: POMPE’S DISEASE
The year is 1980. A young mother and father bring their baby to his twomonth checkup with a great deal of concern. The infant shows considerable signs
of weakness. The mother describes him as “floppy” and “like a wet washcloth”,
and says that he barely seems to have the strength to breastfeed. The baby demonstrates relatively low levels of activity, is generally sluggish, and frequently lies
still. He is also very small and light compared to other babies of the same age.
When the doctor feels the baby’s abdomen his liver is much larger than normal.
Imaging tests show that he also has a massively enlarged heart. Unfortunately, the
doctor has to give these parents bad news: nothing can be done except treatments
to support the baby’s failing organs. He dies of heart failure before reaching his
first birthday.

Scientific Connection
The baby had Pompe’s disease, which comes from an inability to
break down glycogen. Glycogen is a storage form of glucose, like a
candy bar that you keep in your back pocket in case you get hungry.
If you continue to make glycogen and never break it down then it will
accumulate within the cell like trash in the Kennison’s house. Glycogen
is stored in both muscle tissue and the liver; the baby’s enlarged heart
and liver were the signs of glycogen accumulation. The muscle cells of
the heart became so full of glycogen that the tissue began to fail and the
infant died of heart failure. The muscle cells of the body were probably
filled with glycogen and failing as well, since the baby was weak and
found it difficult to move or eat.
Pompe’s disease results from poorly functioning lysosomes. A protein called α-glucosidase works within lysosomes to break down glycogen. In most people α-glucosidase is an excellent lysosomal employee:
when glycogen enters the lysosome it is promptly broken down and
never ends up accumulating. However, in people with Pompe’s disease
α-glucosidase is defective and can’t do its job; as a result, glycogen
accumulates within cells producing symptoms of the disease. Not all
glycogen is broken down within lysosomes, but they play a vital role, as
shown by the damage that Pompe’s disease can cause.
Pompe’s disease represents a spectrum of disorders based on the
degree of incompetence α-glucosidase exhibits. The most severe form of
Pompe’s disease is the infantile form depicted above, which kills within
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a year and a half after symptoms begin. In that case α-glucosidase can’t
do anything at all. In the past, severe cases of Pompe’s disease were
rapidly fatal and there was no treatment, but modern medicine has the
potential to change the course of this once horrific affliction.
STORY 2: CLEANING HOUSE
The year is 2018. A newborn screening test determines that a one-week-old
baby girl has Pompe’s disease. Administration of the drug Myozyme begins immediately. Two months later, the baby’s parents bring her back to the hospital for
a follow up visit. She seemed to be happy and active with good muscle strength.
Her mother says that she’s feeding well, and her weight and size are normal for her
age. When the doctor feels her abdomen, the liver is of normal size and the imaging
studies show a normal-sized heart. The doctor is happy with the baby’s progress
and says that she will have to remain on Myozyme for the rest of her life to prevent
her from developing symptoms of the disease.

Scientific Connection
If you are like the Kennison family and cannot manage to clean
your house, you may be able to hire someone to clean it for you. The
baby girl in this vignette has the same problem as the baby boy in the
first vignette. Both babies have a problem with their lysosomes: the deficiency associated with α-glucosidase. Why is she healthy while he
is dead? The answer is that the little girl has “hired” a good version of
α-glucosidase to clean the glycogen out of her cells. The drug Myozyme
is actually a recombinant form of the protein α-glucosidase.
The newborn screen is a test done to determine if an infant has
any of a list of serious diseases that need to be caught and controlled
early. In the future Pompe’s disease might be included on that list, but it
isn’t now (hence the 2018 date on this story). In this case, the newborn
screen determined that this little girl had Pompe’s disease before she
was one week old. The physicians knew that her α-glucosidases were
incompetent and had no chance of degrading glycogen. That in turn
meant that glycogen would accumulate in her cells and she would be
unlikely to live long, so they prescribed the drug Myozyme: this artificial
α-glucosidase is able to enter the lysosomes and degrade the glycogen.
As a result the little girl never developed the signs of the disease and
remained healthy while the untreated boy died.
The little girl will always produce incompetent α-glucosidases. If
she doesn’t take Myozyme for the rest of her life, her cells will become
full of glycogen and she will develop the disease. Myozyme is a current
drug that has made a huge difference in the treatment of Pompe’s disease
and its development was chronicled in the motion picture Extraordinary
Measures. If you want to know more about Myozyme and Pompe’s Disease look at this document: https://www.lsdregistry.net/pomperegistry/
hcp/safety/preg_hc_s_productinfo_smpc.pdf
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Take Home Message
Lysosomes are responsible for degrading molecules inside of the cell.
If one of the proteins that works within the lysosome is defective
then the indigestible material will accumulate in the cell leading to
disease.
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